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CAPACITY BUILDING IN THE SCIENCES: IMPERATIVES

FOR TEACHER EDUCATION IN NIGERIA

Introduction
It is a truism that we now live in the modern age of science

and technology. To participate in that world and derive benefits from
it, every nation requires the relevant manpower. According to
Nigeria's National Manpower Board (2000), "manpower is the most
important ingredient of the development process". For optimum
national development, every nation requires various categories of
manpower, including artists, social scientists, lawyers, journalists,
accountants, scientists, technologists, engineers, medical doctors,
agriculturists, teachers. researchers, etc. Teachers; who are the
products of teacher education, are responsible for producing these
different categories of manpower through the process of teaching.
The teacher is the main catalyst for educational productivity in any
nation. Hence, the importance of the teacher in national
development is well recognised by Government. It is emphasised in
the National Policy on Education (1977, reprinted 1998) that
"education in Nigeria is an instrument 'par excellence' for effecting
national development" (p. 5) and that "no education system can rise
above the quality of its teachers" (p. 33).

The quality of each category of manpower produced would,
of course, depend upon the inputs into and the quality of teaching
and learning at each level of education, from primary through
secondary to tertiary level. In other words, the quality of the
manpower produced from the educational system would essentially
be determined, among other inputs, by the quality of the teacher and
indirectly by the quality of that teacher's education programmes. It
can then be said that the final objective of teacher education, in any
discipline and for any level of education, is capacity building in that
discipline for national development, be it social, economic, political,
educational, scientific or technological development. First, let us
clarify certain terms.



C pacity Building

Capacity building means establishing resources needed to
fulfil a mission or achieve a goal. The term 'capacity building' is often
used interchangeably with a more recent term 'capacity development'
by researchers and practitioners. While the former focuses solely on
building new capacities, the latter emphasises the notion of an 'on-
going' process, which takes account of existing capacities.
According to CIDA (1996) capacity building is

a process by which individuals, groups, institutions,
organisations and societies enhance their abilities to
identify and meet development challenges in a
sustainable manner.

This process may take place in the formal education sector and/or'
through specialised training to meet specific occupational orprofessional needs.

In the context of this lecture, capacity building is the process,
particularly in the formal educCJtfon sector, of enhancing the abilities
and capabilities of human resources in the sciences for identifying
and -meeting national development challenges in a sustainable
manner. The main actor in this enhancement process is the teacher.
This means that teachers are responsible for capacity building for
any nation in the formal education sector. Even, in specialised
training, the trainer is still a teacher.

In the formal education sector, capacity building may be said
to begin from the primary school level, for the lawyer or technologist
of tomorrow begins his/her formal education at that level. This is not
to say that what happens at the pre-school level is unimportant. In
fact, it has been argued elsewhere that science and technology
education should be emphasised right from early childhood
(Ajeyalemi, 2001). However, formalisation is recognised by
Government from the primary level. Therefore, the education of the
teacher, even for that primary school level, is of crucial importance to
capacity building and hence, national development.
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What is Teaching? t k It embraces many activitie~,
Teaching IS a c?mplex as '. r which may take place In

processes and various kln~s of ~:ha~~Suult in both intended and
various contexts and which. ~'ective however, is for somebody
unintended" outcomes. T~e maJ~r ~ leaching carries with it a heavy
to learn something. The t~s 0 ed to at least know and b~ha~e
responsibility as the teach~r .ISexpec~ised by the Holy Bible, which In
better than the taught. This IS recog
the Book of St. James 3: 1 says

Id resume to be teachers, my
Not many of you shou k p that we who teach will bebrothers, because you now
judged more strictly

. eachers in the school system
As we have professional t bi t matter there are amateur

teaching some students to I~arn d~:e~ej~Cthings. What of a father. or
teachers all aroun? us teachlnh

g
ow to walk or talk, a pastor. preaching

mother teaching his/her ~~by ker influencing an audience at a
to a congregation, ~ political .spe~n a prentice how to thread the
rally or a master-tailor teaching d u!are all pupils and we are all
needle? As Highet (1954) ob~erve, not be .fully described by a

h " Therefore teaching mayteac ers ., .

simple definition.. . as an art and that it may be futl~e,
Many people view teachln.g d methods of science to ItS

I . g the alms an d
if not dangerous, app ym . lains the paucity of knowle ge on
study (Highet, 1954). This exp the reponderance of knowle?~e
teaching before the .19~Os; ra~he~easu~able. Others argue t~at It. IS
was on learning, whl~h IS east y tical analysis and scientific mquiry

ossible to subject It to theore In this lecture, we accept that
rGage. 1964; Gallagher: 197~~n it is realised that it involves more
teaching is an art, espeClallYa~ beings that display different emot~o~s
of interactions betw~en hum the' circumstances. However. as It IS
and values depending on achin can be and has. b~en

enerally acknowl~dged n.ow.. te rder fo understand its in.tncacles
~Ubjected to scientific scrulinY

d '~';: irical knowledge about II. Such
and develop both a theory an p
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theory and knowledge have been found useful in teach r tr' Inlng,
assessment and supervision.

As observed above, teaching may be described as effective
or ineffective depending on its outcome. But, just as selling may not
necessarily result in buying, teaching may not necessarily result in
learning. If it results in learning, it is said to be effective and if
otherwise, vice versa. This is not to say that no learning Occurs
without teaching! What is certain is that the learning of an organised
curriculum material will be possible only if someone, the teacher,
presents it to the learner. The quality of presentation will then
determine how effective the teaching was. That is, teaching can be
described as 'good' or 'bad'! Good and effective teaching will more
often result in learning and vice versa if otherwise.

Teacher Education
As teachers are responsible for capacity building in any other

profession, the teachers of teachers are equally responsible for
capacity building in teaching itself. Capacity building in teaching
takes place pre-service and in-service. The training of pre-service
professionally qualified teachers takes place in formal teacher
education institutions, while short or long-term, up-dating courses are
available for teachers in service. Of recent, many teachers (pre- and
in-service) are being trained through open and distance learning
methods using interactive multimedia resources.

In Nigeria, formal teacher education is only available for the
primary and secondary school teachers but not for the tertiary
teachers. For the primary level, this used to occur in the then Grade
" Teachers' Colleges, which produce a generalist teacher for the
teaching of all SUbjects of the primary school curriculum. The Grade
" Certificate is equivalent to the G.C.E. 0' Level certificate. The
National Policy on Education (1977, revised 1981 and reprinted,
1998) has, however, made it mandatory for the National Teachers'
Institute (NTI), through distance education, to up-grade all serving
primary school teachers with the Grade " Certificate to the National
Certificate in Education (N.C.E.) level. The N.C.E. should now be
the minimum qualification for teaching at the primary school. In
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addition as we shall see later in the Lecture, the NTI now runs a
crash p;ogramme for the production of Gr~de II teachers to meet the
demands of the Universal Basic Educ~tlon (~BE). Also, we now
have some Colleges of Primary Education, which produce teachers
with the N.C.E. k I

The education of secondary school teachers ta es pace
either in Colleges of Education, which p~oduce .N.C.E. graduat~s f?r
the Junior Secondary School or in Faculties/lnstitutes of Educat~on In
Nigerian Universities, which produce graduates ~ho may teach In the
Junior or Senior Secondary School. The, major goal. of teacher
education in any system is to produce 'good and effective teae~ers
for the implementation of the curriculum at each level of education.
This is because, in common parlance, no matte~ h?W ~o?d a
curriculum may be in its design and development, It Will fall If not
implemented as expected by the teache~. Teacher e?ucators ~US!
therefore be interested in what differentiates a good from a bad
teacher.

Qualities of a Good Teacher . ..
Teaching is inseparable from learning; good t~a~hlng Will

obviously result in learning. Certain ke~ characteristics must
distinguish 'good' from 'bad' teachers. These Include:

. mastery of the subject matter as well as the
I. philosophy and goals of teaching that subject ~t that

level. A competent teacher must be at the frontiers ?f
knowledge in his subject, at least, far above the ~evelof his
student and he must have adequate perception of the
teaching objectives of the subject.

ii. mastery of general and subjec~-~pe.cific teaching
strateg ies. A good teacher is a specialist In.methodolo~y.
He should be competent in, among othe~ things, planning
instruction, providing leadership, managing th~ ~tudents
and the learning environment, the art of q~estlonln~ and
leading discussions, motivating students, uSI~g ~ vane~ of
instructional resources and media, evaluating Instruction
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and conducting co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.
If he is a science teacher, he must master those strategies
that are peculiar to the teaching of science, e.g., inquiry
methods in and out of the laboratory.

iii. knowledge of the learner, learning theories, principles
and methods. A good teacher must know his students
individually and collectively in terms of ability, interests and
character for him to determine the proper tone of the class.
He must recognise and cater for individual differences
among the students and he must' be conversant with the
different learning theories. principles and methods.

IV. good personality as a leader and positive attitudes to
the subject matter and the students. It is not enough for
the teacher to know his subject, students and methods, he
must also be intelligent, kind and humorous. determined to
achieve his objectives and presentable to command
respect. He should be able to make learning fun.

An effective teacher education programme must foster these
characteristics in the trainees. Any teacher possessing all or most of
these characteristics would be able to teach effectively and thereby
produce quality manpower needed by the economy.

Capacity Building in the Sciences
The launching of the first orbiting satellite. the Sputnik I. by

the Russians in October 1957 jolted the Western countries into
questioning the quality of their own human capital in the Sciences. It
was concluded that quality in capacity building in the Sciences would
be improved by re-examining school science education. This led to
deliberate and unprecedented efforts from the Governments and
other .agencies at reforming the science curricula for the elementary
and high school levels. Of course, a major component of these great
reforms was teacher education and re-orientation. -both pre- and in-
service. A major achievement of the innovative curriculum reforms of
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th 19505 1960s and 19705 was the strengthening of human capital
in~he scie'nces so much so that the West. particularly the .U.S:~" has
now emerged the leaders over the East bloc 'if\. scientific and
technological development. '

From the 19805 however, the emphasiS of the s~lence
curriculum on the structure of the disciplines !s shi~in.g to a science-
technology-society (STS) emphasiS, ~hlch bnng~ out ~he
mterrelatedness among scientific explanation, technol0fl'cal plannmg
and problem-solving, and decision-making about practical matte~s ~f
importance to society' (Roberts, 2002; p. 35), ~he latter amphasts IS
to promote general scientific literacy, while, the f~rmer, was
appropriate only to the few students interested In pursuing science

careers, itit ti instIn Nigeria one of the major constraints mil a Ing agal
rapid national gro:.vth and development has, b~en identified a~ the
inadequate supply of skilled and well-trained people. ~Natlonal
Manpower Board, 2000), Hence. manpower pohCI~s and
programmes of Government had sought to meet t~e, nee?s I.nt~ese
areas through increases in the number of training institutions,
enrolment and academic programmes as well as graduate out-t,urn at
all levels of education, The enrolment and gradu,ate out-turn figures
for different categories of scientific and technological manpower from
Nigerian universities and polytechnics u~ to 2~02 are shown on
Tables 1 and 2, These Tables predict increasing enrolment and
graduate out-turns from 1998 to 2002 and beyond,
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Table 1

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY STUDENT ENROLMENT IN AND GRADUATE OUT-TURN
FROM NIGERIAN UNIVERSITIES, 1998/1999 - 2001/2002

Faculty of Study ENROLMENT

1998/99 (Actual) 1999/2000 2000/2001

(Estimated) (Projected) 2001/2002 (Projected)

No % No No No %

Sciences (Pure & Applied) 50,546 15.8 52,799 54,806 57,246 16.0

Medicine & Related Courses 23,034 7.2 24,241 25,507 26,476 7.4

Pharmacy 5,119 1.6 5,645 6,204 6,440 1.8

EngineeringlTechnology 29,115 9.1 30,551 31,715 33,632 9.4

Environmental Studies 11,837 3.7 12,286 13,098 13,596 3.8

Agriculture 21,114 6.6 22,249 23,094 24,330 6.8

Veterinary Medicine 2,899 0.9 2,657 2,758 2,865 0.8

Education (Science) 26,555 8.36 27,230 28,265 29,339 8.2

Sub Total 170,194 53.2 177,658 185,447 193,921 54.2

All Arts & Management

Studies 149,720 46.8 154,412 159,243 163,867 45.8
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Sciences (Pure & Applied) 7,966 12.9 8,469 9,003 9,571 13.2

Medicine & Related Courses 3,952 6.4 4,234 4,536 4,858 67

Pharmacy 926 1.5 1,042 1,168 1,305 1.8

EngineeringlTechnology 4,755 7.7 5,081 5,361 5,728 7.9

Environmental Studies 2,099 3.4 2,215 2,406 2,538 3.5

Agriculture 3,581 5.8 3,844 4,124 4,423 6.1

Veterinary Medicine 371 0.6 391 412 435 0.6

Education (Science) 8,830 14.3 9,251 9,759 10,224 14.1

Sub Total 32,480 52.6 34,5~7 36,769 39,082 53.9

All Arts & Management

Studies 29,269 47.4 30,618 31,959 33,426 46.1

.;~

GRADUATE OUT-TURN

9

Source: National Rolling Plan, 2000-2002, National Manpower Board, Abuja



Table 2

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY STUDENT ENROLMENT IN AND GRADUATE OUT-TURN
FROM NIGERIAN POLYTECHNICS, 1998/1999 - 2001/2002

Faculty. of Study
ENROLMENT

1998/99 (Actual) 1999/2000 2000/2001
(Estimated) (Projected) 2001/2002 (Projected)

No % No No No %Agriculture & Related

Courses 9,230 4.2 9,897 10,499 11,189 4.5EngineeringlTechnology 39,559 18.0 41,449 43,459 45,252 18.2Environmental Design 23,076 10.5 24,274 25,532 26,853 10.8Computer Sciencel

Technology 18,021 8.2 19,007 20,283 21,632 8.7Food SciencelTechnology 7,032 3.2 7,328 7.874 8,702 3.5Education (Science) 4,176 1.9 4,295 4,295 4,476 1.8Other Science Programmes 13,626 6.2 14,198 14,794 15,415 6.7Sub Total 114,720 52.2 120,454 126,706 133,519 53,7All Arts & Management •
Studies 105,050 47.8 108,549 111,.912 115,120 46.3
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GRADUATE OUT-TURN

Agriculture & Related

Courses 1,923 3.3 2,110 2,247 2,247 3.5

EngineeringlTechnology 13,170 22.6 14,026 15,004. 15,004 22.8

Environmental Design 6,527 11.2 6,951 7,469 7,469 11.4

Computer Sciencel

Technology 4,196 7.2 4,469 4,825 4,825 74

Food SciencelTechnology 1,748 3.0 1,924 2,049 2,049 31

Education (Science) 1,282 2.2 1,366 1,454 1,454 22

Other Science Programmes 4,021 6.9 4,282 4,561 4,561 69

Sub Total 32,867 56,4 35,128 37,609 37,609 57.3

All Arts & Management

Studies 25,408 43,6 26,935 28,488 28,488 42,7

Source: National Rolling Plan, 2000-2002, National Manpower Board, Abuja
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In spite of these efforts. however. the National Rolling Plan

2000-2002 observes that there continues to •

exist in the economy, high unemployment rates side
by side high vacancy rates in certain crucial areas of
need, particularly, those requiring high scientific
and technological skills·(p. 9).

Perhaps, such vacancies may have resulted from the alarming
wastage rate between enrolment and graduate out-turns in the
universities and polytechnics observed on Tables 1 and 2. From
1998 to 2002, the wastage rate in each science or technology course
is in the ratio of about 6:1 every year in the universities. except for
Education (Science) where it is about 3:1, while it is slightly better in
the polytechnics where the ratio is about 4:1 yearly.

Also, it had been observed that the sciences were taught in
Nigerian universities as pure academic science with little or no
attempt at relating theory to practice or the content to its social and
technological applications, hence, to the world of work (van den
Berghe, 1973; Beetlestone, 1975; Ajeyalemi. 1979). Graduates from
such a system would find it difficult securing employment, especially
in industry. which should employ a majority of science and
technology graduates.

In addition, the Rolling Plan recognises some other
contemporary problems contributing to the obvious decay in
education. especially at .the tertiary level (dwindling resources,
strikes. demonstrations, brain drain. cult activities. etc.). The effects
of these problems are felt more in science and technology
disciplines, which are more capital-intensive and require
academic/supporting staff with special skills. The Plan laments the
poor quality of education provided by these educational institutions
and consequently the poor quality of the human capital produced for
the economy (p. 10).

A consequence of this is the large-scale graduate
unemployment and/or under-employment in the system. The
situation is so bad that many of the large employers of labour in
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industry have now resorted to special re training programmes for
graduates (especially science and technology) from the higher
institutions before employm nt An x mple is the Shell Petroleum
Development Company's Graduate Employment Scheme. where
fresh graduates are only employed after successfully completing a
one-year training programme in the Company's Training School. .

The observed lapses in education at the tertiary level
notwithstanding, a major factor contributing to the problem of poor
quality human capital in Nigeria has been the poor quality of
educational provisions at the primary and secondary levels of
education. This is especially so for the science and technology
disciplines, which are capital-intensive but which have suffered
serious neglect in the educational system for more than two decades
now (Ajeyalemi & Baiyelo, 1990; Ajeyalemi, 1987). Not too long ago,
Jegede and Okebukola (1995) had confirmed that secondary science
teachers themselves listed difficulty in obtaining equipment and
materials for effective teaching as the greatest stressor in the
performance Of their duties. If the foundation had not been properly
laid at these lower levels. it would be foolhardy expecting miracles at
the highest level. Let us examine the status of science teaching and
learning in the Nigerian school system.

Science Teaching in Nigerian Primary Schools
Even though the rudiments of science were introduced into

the school curriculum in Nigeria as far back as 1859, there were no
nationally co-ordinated efforts on primary science until 1982. Then,
the Nigeria Educational Research Council (NERC, now NERDC)
initiated the National Primary Science and Mathematics Project
(NPSMP) in realisation of the objectives of the 6-3-3-4 system of
education. The science component was based on an Integrated
Science Curriculum developed by the Federal Ministry of Education.
The curriculum is inquiry-oriented and emphasises the acquisition of
the process skills of science by the primary school child as was
recommended for contemporary science education then.

As a Consultant to the NERC then, I was a member of the
team that participated in the re-orientation of some serving teachers
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In the pilot schools on the use of the curriculum. However. the
planned follow-up training of other teachers in the pilot and other
schools nation-wide did not take place (Ajeyalemi, 1990). This was
due, in part, to re-organisation and subsequent re-focussing in the
NERC as well as lethargy on the part of both Federal and State
Governments. Consequently, the implementation of the curriculum
failed mainly because of the absence of qualified and committed
teachers at that level. Primary school teachers at that time were
'generalist' Grade II certificated teachers, most of whom never
studied any science because General Science in the Teachers
Colleges was not a compulsory subject (Ajeyalemi, 1987). The
situation has still not changed much; science is yet to be a
compulsory subject in primary teacher education.

The current situation may, in fact, be worse, judging by the
quality of Grade II teachers churned out by the National Teachers
Institute (NTI) under its current Pivotal Teachers' Training
Programme (PTTP), a crash programme under the Universal Basic
Education (UBE) Project. In the PTTP, anybody, including artisans
and local craftsmen, who has a minimum of three Passes in any
three SUbjects in the Senior Secondary School Certificate
Examinations (SSCE) is recruited as a teacher-trainee and rushed
through a two-year (mostly weekend and distance learning)
programme to qualify as a primary school teacher. That kind of
teacher would be deficient in the science subject matter as well as in
methodology. What kind 'of science is such a teacher expected to
teach? With this type of primary science foundation, there is little
hope for the nurturing of scientists in the post-primary institutions.
Are we not paying a lip service to national development in this age of
science and technology?

If our primary teachers were found wanting on the use of
inquiry methods as recommended by the curriculum, they would
certainly be found wanting with the current emphasis in
contemporary science education, which is on the constructivist
perspective to learning (Gunstone, 2002; Shapiro, 2002, Driver, 2002
& Klein, 2001). According to this perspective, learning is an active
process involving the construction of meaning by the student as a
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result of interaction b tw n hi III I WI lit one ptions and on-
going experience in an n blin I nun nvuonrn nt create~ by the
teacher and the student. The t ch I, who mu t r coqruse ~nd
value the learner's personal approach to I ~nin, brings Into
instruction his own prior conceptions about the sub] ct ~att~r as well
as his views of teaching and learning, which certa.I~ly. Influence
classroom practice. Teaching is then m~re of ~ facllitation of the
knowledge construction process th~n the dispensinq of.knowledge to
a passive learner as is common In a lecture. L~arnln~ has taken
place if there is conceptual change. Such c.hang~1Sachieved by.the
teacher getting the students involved. actively In problem-s~lvlng,
exploration, coniecture, invention, working In groups and learnln~ to
communicate scientifically. Our primary tea.ch.ers are de~nltely
incompetent in these strategies. If the teacher IS Incompetent In.t~e
prescribed subject matter as well as in relevant methodology, It IS
double jeopardy!

Science Teaching in the Secondary Schools
General Science was taught in the lower fo~ms of the

secondary school up to 1973 and before ~heimple.mentatlon of ~he~-
3-3-4 system of education. With the Introductlo~ of the Nlgen~
Integrated Science Project (NISP) by the SCience Teachers
Association of Nigeria (STAN) in 1972 into the se.condary scho~l,
Integrated Science was taught in Years I & II, and IS.now ta~ght In
the 3:year Junior Secondary School (JSS). As It wa~ In the
contemporary science curricula, inquiry methods of teaching were
recommended by the curriculum.

However, major problems have been obse:-:e~ about the
curriculum and its implementation. First, is the critlclsrn that the
developers of the curriculum did not properly understand the concept
of- integration; aspects of the separate sciences were mere~~grafted
together but not integrated in the real sense. In ad?ltlon, the
curriculum was not field-tested, no orientation of ~eachers took place
and basic infrastructure and facilities were not Installed before the
curriculum was foisted on the school system. T~irdly, there were no
teachers specifically trained for Integrated SCience; most of the
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I rch rs teaching the subject were and are Biology teachers, who
would naturally use the lecture method and most often, avoid
I aching the physical sciences aspects of the curriculum due to their
incompetence in the latter. Much of the content to provide adequate
foundation for SSS science subjects is therefore left unattended.

At the 3-year Senior Secondary School (SSS), the separate
pure sciences, - Biology, Chemistry and Physics, - in addition to
Mathematics, Agricultural Science and Health Science, are taught.
In a survey of some educational administrators and heads of science
departments respectively, on the status of secondary school science
teaching, Grant (1967) and Thollairathil (1973) had concluded that
Nigerian science teachers favoured the lecture method and
emphasised fact-finding and fact-acquiring. Similarly, in a discourse
analysis of 10 Forms I and II science lessons, Durojaiye (1979) had
found teacher-pupil ratio of talk to be 2:1, while the use of minor
clauses by pupils predominated. Perhaps, this pattern of teaching
might be due to difficulties experienced by the teacher as a second-
language speaker of the English Language communicating science
with its own technical and non-technical language (Cassells and
Johnstone, 1977).

In Subsequent studies of the teaching and learning of Biology
and Chemistry, observed in situ in the upper 'classes of Nigerian
secondary schools, Ugwu (1980) and Ajeyalemi (1981), respectively,
concluded that the teaching of science in Nigerian schools was
teacher dominated, didactic, textbook-bound and examination-
oriented. In both studies, the Science Teaching Observation
Schedule (STOS; Eggleston, Galton & Jones, 1975) was used to
observe 53 Form IV Biology lessons and 69 Chemistry lessons
respectively over a period of time, with a view to determining the
language use and intellectual transactions occurring in the
classrooms.

Furthermore, in a cluster analysis of the STOS data as well
as a discourse analysis of a sample of the recorded lessons (Sinclair
& Coulthard, 1975), two typologies of science teaching, which differ
slightly in their degree of didacticness, were identified. Style A was
extremely teacher-dominated, didactic and theoretical, while Style B
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n rl III t. "I d oul III
was a little probl m olv III r th I d\1I I u
activities bu! still f~vour ~a kill, 1 '}, A y I 111,
teaching (AJeyaleml : Style B's sampl I 1\ 1\ I
Extracts of Style A an

FIG. 1: SAMPLE OF STYLE A's LESSONS - EXTR M l Y I "

FORM IV

Yl

TEACHER: 2
TOPIC: Industrial Applications of Electrolysis

_-=~---::::----;~U~
Discourse
Act.

T. marker:
Now,

. .' would include (i) the electro-
the industnal app~~~;ES) industrial or simply uses of
refining of copper ,.. finin of copper; we can also
electrolysis, (i) the el~ct~o-rf~rel~ctroPIating. eleCtroplating
make use of electro YSls k use of it to extract some
~RlTES) and we can ".'as~e non-metals. Now for the
metals and of courst:. obtam tals and of course we can say
extraction of. extractl~n ~f:e: the preparation of ~RITES)
this will includ~. thIS '"chclu. e you could make hydrogen or
some gases. like urn. onn,
even fluorine.

T. inform:

T. marker:

T. metastatement:

Now.
b discussing the electro-

We will start by um, you know. Y
refining of copper.

ss is very similar to um. on. y.ou
noW.this you know. proce iven during the exam.• in whIch
know. problem you were 9 voltameter and then you were
you were given. ahcf~~~ 8electrodes would. um. you know,
asked to say whlC 0
decrease in mass.

T. comment:

T. marker
N_ .

ou know contains copper. it
if the impure. um. ma.ss.,Y
means the copper itself ISImpure.T. inform:

T. check:
P. reply:

isn't it?
Yes (CHORUS)
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I III rk r

T Inform

T. starter:

T. elicit:

P reply

T clue

P. reply:

T. evaluate:

T. inform:

T. marker:

T. metastatement:

T. inform:

T. marker:

T. metastatement;

T. marker:

T. inform:

now.

if we immerse such substance into an electrolyte and you use
pure copper as the other electrode (WRITES). now the impure
copper would be the anode.

and since it is the anode.

to which of the electrodes. you know. shall we connect that
impure. you know. copper to?

o (silence)

is it to. you know. negative end of the battery or to the positive
end?

positive end (CHORUS).

because we are making it the anode. therefore we should. you
know. connect this to the positive end.

and the pure. you know. copper onto which the pure one of this
impure would. you know. get deposited to. would be taken as the
cathode. so this is the cathode. while this is the anode (WRITES)
and then our electrolyte here would be. our electrolyte would be
copper sulphate solution. copper sulphate solution.

now.

it is. what we need to do now is to explain how we can extract.
you know. copper from this impure. you know. copper.

this is the impure copper. now the pure form of the copper here
gets out of it and then deposits itself onto this pure copper. now
this is. you know. pure copper which is serving as the cathode.

now.

what you need to do at this stage is to explain what happens at
the electrodes.

now.

what happens. what would happen at the. anode. um at the
anode. at the anode. now the copper would dissolve into the
solution and it would become ions with. you know. liberation of
two electrons and then the copper ions would then move. you
know. towards the cathode. the copper ions would gain electrons
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T. check

P r ply

1 m rk r

T conclusion.

T. marker:

T. inform:

T. marker:

T. metastatement:

T. comment:

T. marker:

opp

d olved out of
pur . you know.10 b «nlll

Y (HORUS)

now.

f k'lng use of the knowledge of electrolysis.
that's one way 0 ma

urn, electro-refining of copper.

now.
we could also make use of electropOlating of (WRITES)

electroplating. . this electroplating of course is the
now this electroplating. nowt tion of one metal on another to
electn~l. you know. precipr a it's the electrical precipitation of
secure Improv~d ::p~~~~~~ improve appearance; this is if a
one meta~on? e ns ou know. um, for instance. the
company ISselhng..u~~ds~~~ f~~S. and you \{now. and um. you
erm. um. you know. p I a~d originally they discover that the.
know. cutlery In. In ~enera f that spoon or the cutlery is not
the colour. the su ace 0 re ou know they are not making
attractive enough and .therefoct~Yust beca~se of the appearance
enough sales from their produ knbw they decided to change the
of the cutleries and then. y~u ~pper would give this red
colour from red . yo~ n:~en they decided that they would
appearance. or browOls s~~ace colour from. from the reddish-
change the. you know. to the um. silvery appearance; now
brown to sliver. you ~n~w.is to el~ctroplate. you know. generally
what they would simp y 0 ubstance you know. which is
it's easier to electroPlatet a;:PI!in that y~u would need a bath.
made from copper. now 0

maybe
now.

I would start by explaining htOWwehe:; :a~~ h;:U we can. you
k copper-plate any subs ance. .
now. h we can copper-plate any substance.Co-. co-- ow

. nt a substance to be covered up with. you know.
that IS.you ~a
copper. thin layer of copper.

now.
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..T. infonn:

~p~~~~1at~~~P~~t~s: ~~~:~~uY~~o~O~p~~:i~~,~~~~, ~~~
e copper solution which we can use convenientl i

copper sulphate, now we would make the um th y s
anode, Impure copper as the anode. No~ if ihis ~/~~~
:~,o~.e, what we want to Copper-plate would hang into the

u ion, we. Would make. you know, whatever we want to
copper-plate, assuming these are the materials (USES A
PIECE OF CHALK AND DUSTER TO ILLUSTRATE
know, we want to copper plate now (WRITES). ). you

Now,T. marker:

T. infonn:
~~~h~d~e~~8;,~~h~~~~;i. this is the anode and this is the

I don't know whether, you have. you know, tried to
understand what I am trying to explain.

T. check:
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FIG_ 2: SAMPLE OF STYLE B's LESSONS - SLIGHTLY PROBLEM-SOLVING STYLE

TEACHER: FORM: IV6

TOPIC: Determination of the Solubility of Copper (11) Sulphate.

Discourse
Act

T. marker Now,

T. metastatement: we prepared, yes, we prepared the saturated solution; the
first step is to prepare the saturated solution.

T. starter: we prepared it and then we filtered it, we got a clear
solution.

T. elicit: what's the next step?

P. reply: weigh a clean. dry evaporating dish.

T. evaluate: ya, weigh a clean, dry evaporating dish.

T. starter: this is the evaporating dish.

T. elicit: what do we remember when we are weighing?

P. reply: it should be clean, empty and dry.

T. clue: it is clean and empty and dry, what about the balance?

P. reply we take the first reading of the balance.

T. evaluate: yes, you have to take the first reading of the balance.

T. elicit: Can you read it?

P. reply: 110,130.

T. clue: it's not 130.

P. reply:
T. accept:

110, it's 110.
she says-t tu,

T. infonn: you have to tilt slightly because we are now going to take a
bigger evaporating dish, so it will be heavy.
what's the weight now?T. elicit:
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.. P. reply:

P. reply:

P. reply:
T. loop:

P. reply:

200

no 190

200 (CHORUS)
it's 200 exactlV?

it's not (CHORUS)

it's more than 200.
T. clue:

P. reply:

P. reply

T. clue:

210

It's not; 205

it's between 200 and 210

205 (CHORUS)

So let's take 205.

Now,

P. reply:

T. accept:

T. marker:

T. inform:
what do we do? We h t
beak~r and w~ find t~~e :e~~~~ (S~~~~~d) Stolution into the
solution). eacher weIghs

P. inform: 225

T. evaluate:
it is the line between second and the thir .
between second and the third I' d one, the POlOterIOe.

T. elicit: it's 2 ..... ?

P. reply:
25 (CHORUS)

T. evaluate:
It'S 225, the value is 225.

What do we do next?

filter it

T. elicit:

P. reply:

T. nominate: NV
P. reply:

T. clue:
weigh it, that's Where We stopped.

What do we do next w h .
, eave weIghed the evaporating diSh.
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P. reply: we filter the mixture.

T. evaluate: we have filtered.

T. clue: We weighed the evaporating dish with the saturated solution
inside it, we weighed it, the solution is inside it, what do we
do next?

P. reply: evaporated it (CHORUS)

T. evaluate:
T. elicit:
P. reply:

we have to evaporate to get the solute back.
first, we have to heat strongly or slowly?
strongly

you have to heat strongly at first and then slowly (PAUSE
T. prepares to heat).

T. evaluate:

T. direct: Open the gas tap.

P. react: NV
To inform: it should' be heated strongly and then when 'the solute

begins to appear, we have to heat slowly.

T. nominate: Guanta,

T. direct: write down the weight on the board, those we have
measured.

P. react:
P. elicit:

NV
we didn't measure this, the first reading of the balance.

T. reply: we weighed it first

P. clue: the weight of the balance, I mean

T. reply: the first reading was 130.

P. inform: no, 110

T. accept: 110

T. starter: then we weighed the evaporating dish.

T. elicit: the reading was?

P. reply: 205 (CHORUS)
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T. accept:

T. elicit:

\205

tile difference between the two willobe?

95P. reply:

T. evaluate:
ya, that will be the mass of the evaporating dish.

we will come to that one later.

put down the unit.

T. metastatement:

T. direct:

P. react: NV
T. evaluate:

it's not weight of the balance, initial reading;

this is weighed, it is the reading, that's not the mass.
To comment:

None of the lessons en d'
students in laborato . " coura.ge active participation of
th d''U ry activities. In earlier studies using the STOS

ree I"erent styles of teaching f ' . . '
classrooms (Eggleston, .Galton &JOn::r~9~~)n~n~n t!n~ls~ =r=
screncs classrooms (Hacker Hawkes' & H ff 0 In anadian
Nigerian Styles A and.B' e erman, 1979). The
biased, heuristic and PU~i~~~~~~~ ~~~;:',~, ~'th ~e experimentally-
predominantly in British cl eac Ing pattern found
the British Style" and the ~~~~~i~~'S~~t cAomHParedfavourab!y with
Style B h dye . owever the Nlgenan
Canadians sare s~m~ characteristics with the British' Style I and
participation~'e B In ItS problem-solving orientation and larger pupil

from th~~~i~~c~i~~~~c~~80S, new science curricula, derived mainly
the 1960s and 1970s ~r;re~o~m;fforts ?f the Western countries in
second ,e In ro uced Into the junior and senior
A co ary schoOls.t~ mee~ the requirements of the 6-3-3-4 s stem

on te~~fn~ t:~7ea:c~na~7w~:~~~~nscc~ei~~~ncdu~~~~ais t~e t~m~~asi~
and consequently the recom a scren 1Stworks'
teaching approach. Also the~::d t use of the guided-discovery
adequate foundation for advanced st~d~e;7~escu"eP-ndcaetedBtotserve as

. u as usual,
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•
a very limited effort at re-orienting the serving teachers (who had
been found to be consistent in the lecture-recitation pattern of
instruction) was made by the Federal Ministry of Education (FME)
before the installation of the curricula in the school system. Very few
teachers got exposed to how to teach the new curricula in the
summer Orientation Workshops (1986-89) organised by the FME
after the curricula had been installed. That is, most of the teachers
were and are still incompetent in the use of the recommended
guided-discovery method as well as in teaching some of the content
introduced into the curricula.

In summary and as observed above, the major problem of
implementation at the JSS level is the inadequacy of qualified
teachers of Integrated Science; most of those teaching the subject
are not competent to teach it. This further reinforces the weak
foundation brought from the primary level. The problems continue at
the SSS level. A majority of the teachers are incompetent and
unqualified to teach any of these curricula as expected (Adeyegbe,
1993). Many of them are, in fact, not professionally qualified in their
subjects. These, coupled with over-crowded classrooms and the
unavailability of necessary laboratory and other instructional facilities,
including technical support personnel in many public schools, have
made the achievement of the desired objectives impossible.
Teachers at the SSS level still use the lecture method predominantly
instead of the recommended guided-discovery and students still
learn science mainly by rote and not by 'doing'. During examinations,
the student regurgitates the memorised content to pass. Perhaps,
teachers' poor performance may also be attributed in part to the poor
reward system for their labour and the low esteem in which society
holds them. All these combine to lay a weak foundatlon for capacity
building in the sciences in the post-secondary institutions.

Our Efforts at Improving Science Teachers' Performance
At this juncture, it will be pertinent to discuss some of our

own efforts at·helping the science teacher overcome the persistence
of the lecture-recitation pattern of instruction as well as improve on
students' performance in science. In an experimental study,
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Ajeyalemi and Lawai (1987) found that teaching English for science
and through science, in an activity-oriented learning environment
enh~nced students' achievement in both Integrated Science and
English Language. The study was designed to examine the
possibility of ameliorating the difficult problem of teachers'
?om~u~icating sci~nce to students in second-language situations as
In Nlgena. Also, It has been shown that students' achievement in
science will be enhanced if the lecture method were to be used but
t~e ~e~ch~r structure~ the learning content such that concepts,
dtscrimmanons and pnnciples were taught before the complex ones
(Gagne, 1962; Ajeyalemi, 1987b). . .

Alonge (1986) had reported that large class, sizes did not
adversely affect students' performance in Chemistry while Okebukola
(1985) had found that promoting teachers' use of co-operative
int~raction strategies would strengthen students' performance in
science classes. Ajeyalemi and Busari (1986) had also found that in
spite of the adequate provision of necessary instructional facilities
many Chemistry teachers still persisted on the use. of the lectur~
method. It was then decided to investigate some other factors which
may be intervening to make teachers behave as they do' in the
classroom. Thus, Ajeyalemi and Busari (1989) were able to show
that the teacher's cognitive style is a major determinant of his/her
teaching behaviour. Teacher education may therefore need to
identify the cognitive styles of prospective teachers with a view to
planning programmes for widening the perceptual modes of trainees
so that they could cope with students of differing cognitive styles. '

. Som.e P~.D. theses I s.upervised in this University have also
contnbuted In this regard. Busari (1991) investigated the effects of
varying four instructional strategies in different combinations on
students' cognition in Chemistry. It was found that if teachers would
co~bine. concept mapping and problem-solving strategies with
gUided-discovery, students would perform Significantly better than if
exposed to concept mapping/problem SOlving/lecture combination or
to any of the~e methods (the guided-discovery, lecture method,
conc~pt ~applng and problem solving) singly. That concept
mapping IS a better strategy in science classes than the lecture
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method confirms earlier findings by Okebukola (1990) on the efficacy
of the strategy to promote students' performance in biology and
meaningful learning of Genetics and Ecology, respectively. As for
Nwosu (1995), having diagnosed the indices of teachers'
ineffectiveness in school Chemistry, some strategies were designed
and used for remediating the ineffectiveness. This indicates that. if
conscious efforts were made in teacher education to involve teachers
in other strategies continuously, it is possible to influence them away
from the lecture method.

In order to 'provide a concrete context for one of our Core
Courses for student-teachers, 'Curriculum Theory and Development',
the Department of Curriculum Studies of this University introduced
another course 'Curriculum in Subject Areas', i.e., Curriculum in
Physics/Chemistry/Biology for the sciences. T.hat c?urse in~olves,
among others, a comparative analysis of curncula In the different
subjects and their development world - wide. Very few, if any, of the
curricula considered in the course were African in origin. As a;
Visiting Lecturer to the University of Zimbabwe (1988/89), I decided'
to bridge this gap in knowledge about science curricula in African
countries by embarking on a Book of Readings project involving
seeking contributions from experts in different African countries.
Contributions from only seven sub-Saharan African countries were
however, received. The efforts culminated in the publication of the
book "Science and Technology Education in Africa: Focus on
seven sub-Saharan countries" (Ajeyalemi, 1990a). The Carnegie
Corporation of New York sponsored the publication and world - wide
dissemination of the book, for which I am eternally grateful.

As a Fulbright Professor at the Science Education Center,
The University of Iowa, Iowa City, U.S.A. in 1990, an effort was made
to study exemplary science teachers in American classrooms in an
attempt to enrich our Science Education offerings for Nigerian
student-teachers. This was made possible through serving as a
Resource Person in various Workshops of the NSF-sponsored Iowa
Chautauqua Project on the Teaching of Science in a
Science/Technology/Society (STS) Context. The teaching strategies
employed by exemplary teachers in the STS classrooms help to
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promote creativity. acquisition and use of knowledge and process
skills of science. positive attitudes. problem-solving and decision-
making. These skills have since been infused into our methodology
courses and many students' projects have been steered towards
preparing STS teaching packages based on our curricula in the last
couple of years. However, the rigidity of our centralised curriculum
system makes the adoption and utilisation of such innovations
difficult.

What is clear from all these efforts is that the teacher is the
main actor in the successful implementation of the 'science
curriculum and that current teacher preparation programmes (pre-
and in-service) are not meeting the desired objectives. Revisions in
the current teacher education programmes, especially for meeting
the objectives in the new millennium are therefore imperative.

Government and Other Agencies' Efforts at Promoting Science
Education

In spite of the fact that all has not been well with science
education in Nigeria, it will be uncharitable not to mention some
positive efforts of the Governments, particularly the Federal
Government, at promoting science education for capacity building.
The 60:40 Science to Arts admission ratio policy for universities is
worthy of mention. Other Government policies regarding education
and science are as set out in the National Policy on Education (1977,
revised 1981 and reprinted, 1998) and the National Policy on
Science and Technology (1988). Some of the strategies suggested
for improving science and technology education in the Policy on
Science and Technology include:

• manpower development and re-orientation of the
educational system to emphasise science at all levels;

• popularisation of science to orient the entire society
towards science and technology; and
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motivation and reward structure to attract and retain a
substantial percentage of the society in the mainstream
of science and technology

In an attempt to realise some of these objectives, the Federal
Ministry of Science and Technology in 1988 collaborated with its
Education counterpart to launch in schools the Junior Engineers,
Techniciansand Scientists (JETS) Clubs and to stage Youth Science
Fairs and Competitions. This is commendable, but then the Ministry
has since pre-occupied itself with the supervision of its parastatals
including about 50 Research Institutes while neglecting its
responsibilities for promotion of science and technology education in
the nation .. Perhaps. the Ministry of Science and Technology can
contribute more to science education by sponsoring an organisation
as the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the U.S.A., which funds
research and development in science and technology education.

Also, the Federal Ministry of Education has set up in each
State. Unity Secondary Schools that are well equipped and staffed
for science and technology to serve as models for other proprietors
of schools. Improvisation and the local pr.oduction of science
equipment and materials are also promoted through the Federal
Science Equipment Centre. Similarly, some States' Ministries of
Education have set up specially equipped Science Schools, while
some others pay a special science allowance to teachers to motivate
them.

Particular mention must be made of the contributions of the
Science Teachers' Association of Nigeria (STAN) to the promotion of
science and technology education in Nigeria. The STAN was
responsible for spearheading science curriculurljl reform in Nigeria
through its Curriculum Development Committees, in the early 1970s.
The Association's Nigeria Integrated Science Project (NISP) has
already been mentioned. It must .be stated that the current SSS
curricula in the sciences were derived from the earlier syllabuses
developed by the STAN. These syllabuses were taken over by the
Comparative Education Study and Adaptation Centre (CESAC) for
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full development into the Nigeria Secondary Schools Science Project
(NSSSP), the precursor of the new SSS curric~I~.

.The STAN, the largest Subject Assoeiation in Nigeria, has
continued to influence science education policy in Nigeria through its
activities. In addition to its Annual Conferences, which bring on the
front bJrner, issues affecting science and technology education,
STAN produces curriculum materials (student text and workbooks,
teacher's guides, supplementary readers, etc.) and organises annual
Science Fairs and Quizzes (now sponsored by Mobil Producing
Unlimited). Also, the Association provides continuous education for
science teachers through the organisation of annual Workshops by
the different Subject" Committee~. Many of such Workshops are
devoted to helping teachers learn how to teach many of the difficult
topics in the different subjects and feedback has shown that they
have been valuable. However, participation by most teachers in the
Workshops has been hampered by their inability to secure
sponsership from their employers. .

. What is not in doubt is that teachers need continuous
capaci y building, such as provided by the STAN, which would
promote their effectiveness and commitment to the job. Most of the
other efforts by Government and other agencies are bound to fail, if
the teacher factor is ignored. However, from the way education
generally, and teachers in particular, are being treated by the various
tiers of Government, it may seem that Government is merely paying
lip service to education and to the promotion of science and
technology education, in particular.

total number that chose Pure Science Courses and Education
Science were orily 874 and 38, respectively. It should be noted that
of the 874 for all Pure Sciences, 713 chose Computer Science and
the remaining eight courses shared the balance of·161. Also, for
Education Science, 17 of the 38 candidates were not for the 'pure
sciences' but for Geography, Physical Education and Health
Education.

Tertiary Science Education
It is not a surprise, therefore, that very few candidates elect

to study, as 1st and/or 2nd Choice(s), the Pure Sciences and
Education Science in Nigerian universities (see Table 3 for example).
Table 3 shows the pattern of choice of courses by UME candidates
at the University of Lagos in the last three academic sessions. While
3,030, 2594, 2,240, 1,753, 1,582 and 2,340 candidates respectively
opted for Medicine ,& Surgery, Accounting, Economics, Business
Administration, La~, and courses in Engineering as 1st Choices, the
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TABLE 3

I

2000/2001 2001/2002 2002/2003
FACULTIES/DEPARTMENT 1ST Choice 2NDChoice 1ST Choice 2NDChoice 1ST Choice 2ND Choice

N/A

ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTANCY 776 220 2,594 1,906 3,921
BANKING /FINANCE 233 264 948 1,963 1,622
BUS. ADMIN. & MGT. 440 264 1753 2,611 3,229
INDUSTRIAL REL./PERS MGT. 138 161 437 849 1,039

1,587 909 5,732 7,329 9,803
EDUCATION (SCIENCE)

BIOLOGY - - 2 4 2
MATHEMATICS - 5 2 8 9
PHYSICS - 5 2 7 4
CHEMISTRY 2 2 - 2 5
GEOGRAPHY (SINGLE/COMB.) - - - 2 2

PHYSICAL & HEALTH EDUCATION 1 - 3 8 3
HEALTH EDUC. - - 4 7 8

3 12 13 38 33

PATIERNS OF CHOICE OF SOME COURSES AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS. 2000 - 2003
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2000/2001 2001/2002 2002/2003FACULTIES/DEPARTMENT 1ST Choice 2NDChoice 1ST Choice 2ND Choice 1ST Choice 2NDChoice
ENG.ITECHNOLYIENV. DESIGN
CHEMICAL ENG. 325 132 900 783 879CIVILENG. 37 44 142 305 183ELECTRICAL ENG. 222 88 658 589 697MECHANICAL ENG. 192 88 539 663 662776 342 2,239 2,340 2,421
LAW (CIVIl) 623 220 1,582 1,220 1,977SURGERY (DENTAL) 14 88 42 289 132MEDICINE1SURGERY 122 220 30 1652 3178MEDICINE 136 308 3,072 1,941 3,310PHARMACY 159 264 281 1725 597PURE SCIENCES
BIOCHEMISTRY 17 44 47 318 105BIOLOGY 1 9 6 10 16BOTANY - . - 3 8 5CHEMISTRY 6 44 14 96 61COMPUTER SCIENCE 179 88 713 775 954MATHEMATICS - 39 25 102 76MICROBIOLOGY 17 44 62 262 109PHYSICS 10 34 - 53 36ZOOLOGY - 6 4 9 5330 308 874 1,633 1,369
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It is an open secret that the relatively large enrolment figures
for the Pure Sciences in Tables 1 and 2 are mainly made up of
seeming 'rejects' from other more lucrative courses (Medical
Sciences, Pharmacy, Engineering and Environmental SCiences).
That is, the most able products of the 'limited' secondary science
would normally elect to read the Science-based courses, which lead
to the professions. Enrolment in these professions is controlled and
training is longer, more rigorous and monitored by the professional
bodies, thus, ensuring higher quality.

For the Pure Sciences, the relatively large increases in
enrolment have not been matched with improvements in teaching
infrastructure, equipment and facilities. Thus, the lecture rooms and
laboratories are over-crowded and the necessary practical activities,
including student projects, are often not carried out. For example,
the classrooms and laboratories in the Faculty of Science of this
University designed for less than 200 students in the early 1980s are
still the ones available for the current 1-2000 students enrolled. In
addition, the incessant strikes by the academic staff as a result of
disenchantment with the quality of their working environment and
their welfare scheme do not induce the required commitment and
innovation from them. Teaching is, of course, by the familiar "lecture
method". That is, it is more of theory than practice and students still
memorise to pass examinations. This, coupled with the very poor
quality of student intakes into science courses, makes the graduates
to be of very poor quality and hence, unsuitable for employment as
observed by the National ROiling Plan 2000-2002.
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ii
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.Science Teacher Education

For Science Teacher Education in the tertiary institutions
(Colleges of Education, the universities and some polytechnics), the
situation is even more pathetic. It is most often "the bottom of the
barrel", who in most cases have scored 200 and above in the UME,
but who could not secure admission into any other course, including
some 'further rejects' from the Pure Sciences, that eventually get
admitted into the programmes (the four-year programmes of the
Faculties/lnstitutes of Education or the three- or four-year courses of
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the Colleges of Education). That is, most of the candidates
reluctantly choose to train as science teachers. As a matter of fact,
most consider the offer of admission as a stepping-stone into other
courses. At the sJightest opportunity after the 100 or 200·level, such
reluctant teacher-trainees opt for transfer into other courses in other
Faculties, thus depleting the stock of teacher-trainees. In addition,
while mostof the intakes into Teacher Education courses up to the
mid-1980s were mature and more committed to training as teachers,
many intakes are now much younger, confused about a career in
teaching and more of neophytes in the kind of personality expected
of a teacher.

Within the Science Teacher Education programme itself, the
majority of the candidates opt for Biology Education because they
consider it a soft option. Some others settle for Mathematics
Education because they did not pass more than one other science
subject at Credit level in the 0' Level examinations, while very few
with the three Science subjects at the 0' Level offer Chemistry
Education and still fewer Physics Education. Of course, as in the
computer science maxim, it is "garbage in, garbage ouf!!! How
much quality teaching can we expect from such reluctant trainees on
graduation?

Structure and Quality of Science Teacher Education
The quality of the Teacher Education programme itself

leaves much to be desired these days. In the 1960s, a graduate
science teacher only became professionally qualified when he/she
had obtained a PostGraduate Diploma or Certificate in Education
(PGD/CE) after a degree in a science subject. This ensured
competence in the subject matter prior to training as a teacher, With
the shortage of science teachers in the system, however, the Federal
Government introduced a Crash Programme for the training of
science teachers in the early 1970s leading to the beginning of the
B.Sc. Educ. (Hons.) degree programme, in addition to continuing
with the PGDE. In order to encourage enrolment into the Science
Education programme, a monthly stipend was paid to the intakes.
This Lecturer was a beneficiary of that programme!
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. In 1973, I enrolled for Chemi try ducation as a Direct Entry
candl~ate for ~heB.Sc. Educ. (Hons.) d gr e in this University. From
~hentill the ~Id- ~~80s when the Unit Cours system was introduced
Int.o the unl~ersltles, a Year I SCI nc student-teacher took two
sc~en.ce subJ~cts, a Principal and a Subsidiary subject. In the
Pnnclpal subject, the student-teacher was exposed to the same
content ~nd laboratory .activiti.~s(including Final Year Projects) as a
Pure SCience student, In addition to the Education courses. By the
Second Term of the Final Year, he/she dropped a few specialist
courses in the Principal subject to allow for more Education courses
as well ,as a,nother,Project in Education. Some of us in Science
Educat~on, including my, humble self, were in fact entreated, to
no aV~II, to cross over Into the Pure Sciences because of our
supe.rI?r perf?rmance over the Pure Science students. The
Subsidiary subject was also studied fully up to Year" of a three-year
programme, such that the graduate from the system was able to
teach the Subsidiary subject even up to the School Certificate level.
Most of the graduates from the programmes were therefore
competent in the subject matter they were to teach.
. In.terms of professional development, student-teachers were
Invol~ed .In classroom observation, micro - teaching and Teaching
Practice In the schools lasting a minimum of 12 weeks in addition to
the relevant Education courses. The Teaching Practice, which was
well planned and supervised, occurred during the holidays; of
course, there was a stable Calendar for the universities! There was
gener~lIy a better monitoring of standards and a sense of
commitment on the part of student-teachers.

!his scenario has since changed. With the introduction of
the. Un.lt. Course system and in conformity with the National
Universities Commission's (NUC) Minimum Standards, a science
student-t.ea~her now majors in a Principal Science. subject and takes
a few units In.another Science subject only up to the 200 level. Most
oft~n, the sCI~nc~ ~ourses are taken from the Faculty of Science.
which often discriminates against Education students. Even in the
Principal subject, the stu~ent-teacher. at best. takes all courses up to
the 300 level and a maximum of 12/14 Units at the 400 level. For
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example in most Faculties of Education, a BiOlogy Education student
in a four~year degr.ee programme may n~t take more than abo.ut 60
Units of the Principal (Biology), 21Units of. Faculty of SCience
courses from Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry at the. 100 level,
and 14 extra Units of Chemistry (up to the 200 level). His/her Pure
Science counterpart in Botany or Zoology, on the other hand, t~kes
about 81 Units of the Principal subject. With the very poor quality of
the intakes and the incessant strikes embarked upon by ~he vanou~
Unions in the system, not much of that 'limited' con~ent IS covered,
thus, very few of the trainees graduate and mostly with poor grades.
With the best of training in methodology, such ~ waduate. cannot be
as competent in the teaching of even the Pnnclpal. ~ubJect ~t the
secondary level, let alone confident to teach the SUbsldla~ subject to
any class appreciably. You can only teach what you know. .

While the student-teacher is still exposed to the theoretical
courses in Education, the practical professional development. has
deteriorated. Very little school observation take.s place,. rmcro-
teaching is hardly done and the once r~vered Teachinq Practice now
effectively lasts between six to eiqht weeks In a four-year
programme. Training in the preparatl?n and use of even the
traditional instructional materials and equipment has s~ffered due to
obsolescence of the equipment and inadequate funding.. le~ alone
training in the use of contemporary Informati?n, Communlca~lon and
Technology (ICT) materials. The qua.llty of 'p:~paratlon for,
supervision and monitoring of the practical activities has also
deteriorated. .

This is due, in part, to the fact that the Faculty of SCle~ce
may not be inclined to co-operate with .the Fac~lty of Education,
especially in the scheduling of the Teaching .Practlce. Perhaps due
to the rigidity in the organisation of academic program~es and the
instability in the University Calendar, the Faculty of SCI~nce wo~ld
normally continue to schedule its lectures for al.1student~ Irrespec~lve
of the pre-occupation of Education students with. Te~.chlng Pra~tlce.
Other contributing factors include the unavalla~llIty of sCle~ce
instructional materials in schools and in the Faculties of Education,
the poor quality and low productivity of some of the lecturers due to
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poor attitude to work, the generat low morale of lecturers and the
unstable University and school Calendars. Also, very little interaction
and co-operation occur these days between the academic staff in the
Faculties of Education, the co-operating teachers in the schools and
generally the school system.

In summary, the result is that the universities churn out every
year 'quarter-, or at best, half-baked' graduate teac.hers into the
system, many of whom are unemployed because of their poor quality
and/or the prevailing economic situation of the nation. Those who
get employed cannot teach effectively and the vicious cycle
continues. The implications for capacity building in the sciences are
obvious. "No education system can rise above the quality of its
teachers" (National Policy on Education, ·1998; p.33).

Conclusions and Imperatives for Teacher Education in Nigeria
Mr Vice Chancellor, Sir, from the foregoing, it is clear that,

even with limited resources, a well-trained and good science teacher
can still make things happen in the science classroom. At least with
a good personality, competence in the subject and the relevant
methodology of science teaching, including capability to improvise
some equipment and materials, he/she can make his teaching
effective. Extrapolating from the situation at the University of Lagos
for secondary teacher education, the NTI programmes for primary
and UBE teachers and the near total absence of in-service education
provisions, we can conclude that all is not well with Teacher
Education in the Sciences in Nigeria. In fact, for about two decades
now, the Teacher Education curriculum in Nigeria has remained the
same. In this new millennium and with globalisation, there is
therefore a need to rethink Teacher Education and Science Teacher
Education in particular.

Mr Vice Chancellor, Sir, the following recommendations aimed at
improving quality in pre- and in-service teacher education, are what I
call some of the "Imperatives for Teacher Education in Nigeria":

1. Making Science a Compulsory Subject in USE Teacher
Preparation. T ¥. primary teachers, who are being trained
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by the NTI as 'generalist' teachers should be empowered to
teach science to their pupils by making Integrated Science
compulsory for all students throughout the course. It may be
argued that not all trainees may be endowed to learn
science. In the alternative then and since NCE has been
recognised by the National Policy on Education, teachers
who specialise in different subject groups at the N.C.E.
Primary level (e.g., Maths and Science, English and Social
Studies, etc.) but could still teach some other subjects should
be introduced into the primary schools.

This has implications for the improvement of the quality
of teacher education curriculum at this level and the quality of
the teacher-trainers engaged by NTI and the Colleges of
Education. Most of the trainers would normally come from
the secondary teacher education stock. Currently, many
universities do not offer Integrated Science Education as a
degree programme. It is therefore imperative that all
universities be mandated and funded to run a degree in
Integrated Science Education, emphasising its teaching at
the primary and JSS levels. The University of Lagos Senate
recently approved such a programme for my Department and
the first set of students will be admitted for the 2002/2003
Session.

2. Introduction of a 'Teacher Certification' system into Pre-
SerVice Education. In order to improve on the competence
of the secondary school teachers. in both subject-matter and
methodology, it is imperative to increase their exposure to
content in Science and professional courses in Education.
This is impossible with the present structure of the B.Sc.
Educ. (Hons.) degree programme. It is therefore proposed
that the structure be modified such that student-teachers take
all Science courses in two (2) allied subjects (e.g.,
Physics/Chemistry, Chemistry/Biology, Maths/Physics or
Chemistry, either of Chemistry or Physics or Biology
/Integrated Science) as the Pure Science students up to the
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300 level ~s wel~ as Education courses. The Education
courses Will not. Include Teaching Practice but emphasise
school. observation and action research between the co-
operating teacher and the student-teacher. At the 400 Level
courses i~ on.ly one Science subject and Education will b~
~aken. Thl~ Will ensure both horizontal flexibility (competence
In ~o subjects for teaching them at the same level) and
vert~calflexibility (competence to teach at both the junior and
senior secondary).

. The stud~nt-t~ach:r will then graduate with a degree but
Will ~ot ~e certified to teach until supervised practical
teach.lng In a school lasting a period of one academic year.
Tha~ IS, ~heteacher would only be licensed to teach after the
certification p~ocess and with certification, the training
programme Will now last five (5) years as for other
professions. The Ministry of Education of a particular State
where ~he U.ni~~rsity is loc~ted and the University Faculty of
Education WillJOintlysupervise the certification process. This
means th~t eac.h State will have a Teacher Certification
Board, which Will work in collaboration with the National
Te~cher.s' Registration Council for the certified teachers'
registration .. Of course, the Certification system will be for all
teachers, science or non-science and will encourage the
muc~-s~ught professionalisation of teachinq. To ensure
continuing relevan~e .and competence, every registered
teacher must s~bml~ hlmself/~e.rself to re-certification every
five years. This Will make It Imperative for employers of
teachers. to make .th~ teachers avail themselves of every
opportunity for continuing education.

3. Promotion of leT-Based Teacher Education. As we are in
the era of information and globalisation, teacher education
prograr:nmes for a~y level of education must be empowered
to prOVideIn~o.rmatlon,Communication end Technology (ICT)
~ based training for the student-teachers. That is, if the
Importance of teacher education in the production of relevant
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manpower for national development were recognised, it
should be a priority for every teacher education institution to
be linked to the information highway. This will make it
possible for their trainees to be exposed to how to teach
through and with such ICT materials. Already, the NTI is
investing in such technology to promote its distance
education programme, but it is doubtful if that organisation
considered the objective of ICT-based teacher training in its
planning.

The University of Lagos should blaze the trail here by
providing the Faculty of Education with a Computer
laboratory and other ICT materials needed ~orthe training of
the teachers for the new millennium This will also enhance
the implementation of the B.Sc. Educ. (Hons.) Computer
Science programme planned by the Department of
Curriculum Studies, but still awaiting the Administration's
approval. A Computer Science Education programme will
contribute immensely to the production of qualified teachers
for implementing the nation's Computer Education
Programme for Schools

4. Improving the Quality of Pedagogical Courses. For the
science teacher to 'know more' and be above the level of his
students, teacher education must make the trainee go
throu~h the relevant curricula for his/her students. Especially
in science teaching, the student-teacher must be made to
carry out and master all the practical activities, including
projects prescribed for his/her students in the curriculum.
Faculties of Education must therefore be provided with well-
equipped science laboratories for this purpose. In this
regard, I like to publicly acknowledge the efforts of the
immediate past and present Administration of this
University at restoring the science laboratories in our
Faculty; the past Administration constructed the
laboratory and office block and the present is about to
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complete its furnishing and equippinq. We pray that the
efforts be sustained.

A thorough review of all the theoretical courses in
Education (many are out-dated) is needed to reflect the
challenges of the new era of information and globalisation.
Pedagogical courses must include involvement of the
student-teacher in extensive classroom observation and
action re~earch, in collaboration with the co-operating
te~che~, aimed at solving practical instructional problems.
This Will encourage partnerships (which are now lacking)
between.the Faculties of Education and the school system.

The Improvement of communication skills of the trainee
including writing, is another major point for consideration i~
the improvement of pedagogical skills. Most teachers are not
competent in ordinary day language use,' let alone the
language of instruction. Thus, they are unable to
co.mmunicate. the .subject matter effectively, especially in
science With ItS unique technical and non-technical registers
and are particularly inefficient in training the students in
higher-order skills. Apart from the general Use of English
course for all students, a special Communications Skills
Course for Teachers, designed and taught by lecturers in
English Education, should be offered for all student-teachers.

5. Encouragement of Admissions into Science Teacher
Education. As the future of any nation depends on the
quality of its education system, "only the best and the willing
should be recruited into teaching" as recommended by Ejiogu
(1998). However, we have shown here that choice of
Science Education as a career by prospective candidates in
the universities and Colleges of Education is at its lowest
ebb. In fact, Science Teacher Education is now for the
"b~tto~ of the barrel" among candidates seeking admission.
This IS not unconnected with the teachers' poor service
conditions and their low status in the society. A conscious
effort by the nation at encouraging more candidates to seek
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admission into Science Education is therefore imperative if
Science Education is to be sustained in the primary and
secondary schools and if the nation would develop
scientifically and technologically. The implementation of the
proposed Teachers' Salary Scale with other special
inducements for science teachers may be an incentive.

Perhaps, a re-introduction by Government of the Crash
Programme of the early 1970s, involving the payment of
special allowances to registered science student-teachers
may be the panacea in order to attract competenVsuitable
and not the 'reluctant' candidates. This may encourage UME
and Direct Entry candidates to want to choose teaching.
Also, if the employers (Governments and the private sector)
insist on recruiting and keeping in employment only
professionally qualified teachers, many of the unqualified
teachers will seek up-grading courses.

6. Encouragement of In-Service Education for Science
Teachers. The importance of continuing education for all
personnel cannot be over-emphasised. It becomes more
important for science teachers especially if it is realised that
they need to be up-to-date in their knowledge and skills
because science knowledge is tentative, dynamic and prone
to obsolescence while new techniques, equipment and skills
are introduced regularly. The initiative taken by the STAN
should be supported by the Governments through
sponsorship of large numbers of. their teachers to the
Workshops. In addition, an annual allocation should be
made directly to STAN by the Federal Government to
encourage more and regular in-service workshops for the
science teachers.

7. Empowerment of College of Education Lecturers. Most
of the Lecturers in the Colleges of Education nation-wide
would not have had more than the Masters degree,
particularly the M.Ed., in their respective subjects. Many of
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the graduates of the Masters programme are those
responsible for teaching the content in the Colleges as well
as teaching the subject matter in the school system. We
have shown earlier in this Lecture that majority of the College
Lecturers and school teachers may not be competent in their
Teaching Subjects from their Bachelors' degree
programmes. Thus, the student-teachers in the Colleges
are not likely to be competent in their teaching subjects; and
the vicious cycle would likely continue when they go to teach
the content at the JSS and/or SSS.

In order to enhance such Lecturers' or school
teachers' competence in the subject-matter, as the Ag. Head
of Department from 1992-1994, I initiated and the University-
Senate approved, that it is mandatory for all M.Ed. students
(science and non-science) to offer and pass at least six Units
of content at the Masters level in their Teaching Subjects
before graduation. This is recommended to all the
universities offering the M.Ed. programme in Curriculum
Studies or Teacher Education to improve students
performance in the JSS and SSS. It may in fact be necessary
to increase the number of Units of content at this level with
time.

8. Establishment of a Capacity Building Initiative for
Science in Nigeria (CABISIN). Even with all the problems
with science education from the primary to the tertiary level in
Nigeria, some students can and still do well in the sciences.
These, if identified and nurtured well, can provide the critical
mass for science and technology development in Nigeria. An
initiative for the identification and nurturing of such citizens
right from the early secondary school classes is advocated
here as a joint effort between the Ministries of Education and
of Science & Technology. Such an activity happens
continually even in developed countries. If such students are
identified, say from the JSS3 Examinations in Integrated
Science, Introductory Technology, Mathematics and English
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Language. a Science and Technology Learning Enrichment
Programme (STLEP) can be planned for them at every
vacation. This will, of course, be institutionalised, funded by
the Governments and supported by industry. The National
Science Foundation and industry fund such programmes in
American universities.

Staff in appropriate Faculties of Education will enrich the
science learning of students in the Programme through
various activities. These will include remedial teaching of
some identified difficult topics in science subjects; exposure
of the students to the frontiers of knowledge and research in
the sciences and technology in universities, research
institutes and in industry; applications of ICT materials and
techniques in learning of science and technology; field-trips,
visits and excursions to places of scientific and technological
interest; science projects and follow-up activities during term
-time. The students' progress will be monitored vertically and
longitudinally up to installation in employment after
graduation from a degree programme.

9. Prioritisation by the Nigerian Academy of Sciences,
Science Association of Nigeria and Nigerian Academy of
Education. Promotion of Science Education at the primary
and secondary school levels should be the priorities of the
Nigerian Academy of Sciences (NAS) and the Science
Association of Nigeria (SAN) if they want to promote capacity
building in the sciences in Nigeria. Such is a major priority
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS); see its Project 2061, for example. About three
weeks ago,. the NAS advertised that its Quarterly Forum
meant for all stakeholders in Ibadan, would be on 'Capacity
Building in Science and Technology for Sustainable
Development'. I could not attend this Forum because of
other official engagements.

However, since the Academy has always concerned itself
only with encouraging promotion of capacity building at the
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tertiary institutions and industry without bothering itself with
what is happening at the lower levels of education. it is
doubtful if science educators were invited. It is in fact
doubtful if membership of the Academy is encouraged for
Professors and other practitioners of Science Education!
The Academy needs to be alive to its responsibilities to
Nigeria by supporting the efforts of STAN and initiating its
own programmes in this regard. The same goes for the
Science Association of Nigeria, which, should normally
encourage school science teachers to be members, the
activities of STAN as well as the JETS activities U1schools to
assist in preparing budding scientists.

The Nigerian Academy of Education, on its own part,
seems to be alive to its responsibilities in the promotion of
science education in Nigeria; in fact, one of its Annual
Congresses, had been devoted to the promotion of science
and technology education in Nigeria.

Mr Vice Chancellor, Sir, let me conclude this Inaugural Lecture by re-
emphasising that Teacher Education in Nigeria needs re-thinking for
it to effectively contribute to capacity building for Nigeria in the
sciences and technology. Such rethinking should take into
consideration all the imperatives listed in this Lecture.
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